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It’s past time 

to get drunks 

off state’s roads 
No one should deny that Wisconsin has a drinking problem. 

Studies have shown our state leads the nation in binge drinking, defined as downing five or more beers 

or cocktails in one sitting. 

Faced with news that Bradley J. Skelly, 50, formerly of Janesville, was sentenced Monday for this 11th 

drunken driving conviction—yes, 11th—no one can deny that Wisconsin has a drinking and driving 

problem, as well. 

Skelly had his teenage son with him when stopped just after midnight Oct. 31, 2014. This conviction was 

his sixth involving a minor on board. Rock County Judge James Daley sentenced him to 10 years in 

prison—starting after he finishes serving time from his 10th conviction—and seven years of extended 

supervision. Skelly could have gotten from 8 to 25 years behind bars. 

Critics will wonder at what point you protect the public, lock up such a habitual offender and lose the 

key. How does someone get to this point? 

Unfortunately, Skelly isn’t alone. In 2013, Wisconsin saw nine convictions for individuals with 10 or 

more offenses, columnist Steven Walters reported in Monday’s Gazette. 

Blame a Wisconsin culture where alcohol is king, tailgate parties are celebrated before and after games, 

and the next bar or liquor store is just around the corner. 

But blame, too, our lax laws. 

The state Senate has passed legislation that would make a fourth OWI conviction a felony, regardless of 

when the last offense occurred. It would also raise prison times for repeaters beyond their fourth offenses. 

While Assembly sponsor Jim Ott is optimistic SB455 will pass the Assembly instead of dying when the 

session ends in a few weeks, Walters points to startling statistics from the state Department of Corrections. 

The department suggests the legislation could translate into nearly 3,700 more inmates and cost $129 

million more per year, a 10.5 percent increase in the department’s budget. 

State government doesn’t have the money available nor the prison space. 

Ott disputes those numbers. He says they don’t account for deterrent effects that would make drinkers 

think twice before getting behind the wheel, reducing the number of arrests. But you also can argue that too 

many of those already busted three times are beyond reasoning and beyond help. 

Not that the Assembly shouldn’t pass the measure. It should. The state could help offset costs by 

boosting miniscule beer and liquor taxes that haven’t changed in decades. 

But lawmakers also should enact another measure. Wisconsin remains the only state that doesn’t 

consider a first offense drunken driving even a misdemeanor crime. Instead, it’s a civil violation, a traffic 

ticket. 

No wonder preliminary figures show 85 people died in drunken driving crashes in Wisconsin last year. 

Tuesday’s Gazette reported Skelly’s sentencing and the arrests of six more Janesville residents on 

suspicion of drunken driving, including one for a third offense. If Wisconsin refuses to get tougher on the 

front end and stop the problem before it turns habitual, it cannot hope to reduce astronomical incarceration 

costs. 

Lawmakers who fear increased justice system costs ignore the potential deterrents of tougher laws and 

the value of alcohol-detection anklets. They ignore the tolls that repeat offenders take on worker 

productivity, families and our social system. They also ignore the heartache of those 85 families. 

Legislators must do more to stop the carnage and get the Bradley J. Skellys off our roads. 



 


